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PROTOFOLIO E-LEARNING CONSULTING
SERVICES
E-Learning is at the core of Protofolio Consultancy Business. We
provide well-thought-out, innovative, and adaptive E-Learning
consulting services and solutions for academic institutions and
schools, not just to uptake the power of technology, but to improve
the learners’ experience and raise the education and training
standards of institutions and in countries.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this Guide is to shed some light on the utilization of E-Learning or Distance Education at the
Sudanese Academic Institutions, namely universities and colleges. It’s organized as follows:
SECTION ONE gives a general idea about E-Learning, how the adoption of E-Learning is considered as a
completive advantage nowadays and for years to come, and the components that comprise an E-Learning system
with some elaboration on the Learning Management System (LMS) component. The delivery modes of E-Learning
- synchronous, asynchronous, and hybrid - are briefly described. This introductory section is not trying to cover ELearning in details, but just scratching the surface to remove any ambiguity in understanding the content of this
guide for the new comers to the field.
SECITON TWO is about the Coronavirus pandemic and how E-Learning adoption rate has increased dramatically
during this period to mitigate the impact of lockdown and the closure of schools across the globe. The pandemic
makes the adoption of E-Learning a necessity not a luxury.
SECTION THREE focuses on the academic institutions - Universities and Colleges- at Sudan and how they are
currently utilizing E-Learning. Knowing the degree to which E-Learning is adopted and utilized is achieved by
conducting a quick secondary research using the website of the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific
Research, the available websites of some of the institutions, and Google Search Engine as the sources for data. The
intent of the research is not to be comprehensive but to give a quick preliminary idea about the adoption of ELearning in Sudan. This section then presents the findings of the research with some recommendations on the next
action steps that need to be taken by the academic institutions to leverage the power of E-Learning.
SECTION FOUR outlines the benefits the academic institutions will reap by partnering with Portfolio Consultancy
to make the implementation of their E-Learning systems a reality. It showcases the knowledge and experience the
company has acquired in the education and training domain through numerous E-Learning implementations in
the United States of America (U.S.A).
The listing of the specific services the company provides in E-Learning domain is included in SECTION FIVE.
SECTION SIX outlines the framework the company is using to deliver E-Learning systems to academic institutions.
The framework is based on ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation) but can be
tailored to other models as well. The framework incorporates the Project Management Life Cycle as prescribed in
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK).
This guide concludes with some information about Protofolio Consultancy.
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SECTION ONE : INTRODUCTION
What Is E-Learning?
Formerly known as Computer-Based Training
(CBT), E-Learning is the adoption of technology
to deliver classes and training to students and
employees. It’s synonymous with Technologybased learning (TBL) which constitutes learning via
electronic technology, including the Internet,
intranets, satellite broadcasts, audio and video
conferencing, bulletin boards, social platforms,
chat rooms, webcasts, and outdated CD-ROM
and DVD.
The United States Commission on Technology
and Adult Learning defined E-Learning as instructional content or learning experiences delivered or enabled by
electronic technology. On its part, the United Kingdom Department for Education and Skills- not operating now

and being replaced by multiple departments- in 2003 states that “if someone is learning in a way that uses
information and communication technologies (ICT) they are using E-Learning”.
Pelet, Jean-Eric, in his book titled, E-Learning 2.0 Technologies and Web Applications in Higher Education,
provided a broader definition of E-Learning as: “a learning experience (education or training) involving the
acquisition or transfer of knowledge delivered or transacted through electronic means”.
Since the enabling technology of E-Learning is evolving rapidly, it’s safe to define E-Learning using the technology
in a general term. So we think it’s appropriate to define E-Learning as an application of technology in conjunction
with pedagogical concepts to create an effective learner-centered environment that will enhance the learning
outcomes. This definition stresses the importance of pedagogy and ensures that it stays front-and-center in any ELearning system roll-out.
E-Learning has numerous synonyms, the most famous of which are: distance learning, distance education, virtual
learning, and remote education.

E-Learning Delivery Modes:
E-Learning can be delivered in many different modes:
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Blended: Blending the traditional face-to-face learning activities with E-Learning



Synchronous: E-Learning mode where Learners and instructors are interacting simultaneously using ELearning tools- being online at the same time. Instructor’s presence is required and his/her feedback is
immediate. Example: Virtual classrooms, chatrooms, and videoconferencing.



Asynchronous: This a self-paced when learners are on their own interacting with the E-Learning system.
They can get feedback from instructors for their questions and concerns at a later time. Example: email
communication and online forums.



Hybrid: uses both synchronous and asynchronous E-Learning techniques. The instructor can be available
to the learners during part of the course. The rest of the course will be self-paced.

Learning
(Eduction,Training)

Face-to-Face

Blend

E-Learning

Synchronous

Hybrid

Figure1: Modes of E-Learning

E-Learning as a Competitive Advantage:
The term “E-Learning” has only been in existence since
1999, when the word was first used at a CBT systems
seminar. It has been in rapid and continuous evolution
since that time especially with advancement in technology.
The adoption rate of E-Learning among universities and
corporate is in a continuous rise. It’s considered as a
completive advantage for universities currently delivering
classrooms and training through E-Learning platforms due
to the numerous benefits it can bring: from flexibility to
convenience to cost-effectiveness. E-Learning offers higher
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Ayscnhornous

eductional and training insitituations the opportunities to improve existing traditional learning approaches by
using technology to complement insturctional material , or entering new markets by delivering online courses
and degrees.
Sometimes, it’s imperative for higher education institutions and colleges to change their business model to take
advantage of the opportunities presented by technology-enhanced learning to expand their course offerings and
provide flexibility and cost reduction to their students. Now students have a plethora of online courses - Massive
Open Online Courses (MOOC) - offered from numerous institutions and colleges at their fingertips. This will
intensify the completion between institutions for larger enrollments.
Institutions without E-Learning system in place or just adopting modest E-Learning functionalities will face the fate
of being left out. The fact will remain that e-Leaning has transformed education business and raised the level and
standards of learning. The time is now for higher institutions and colleges to craft their E-Learning strategies and
policies to join the race of innovative pedagogical approaches in the digital era.
With the viability and effectiveness of E-Learning becoming unskeptical and unquestionable, the questions that
still remain are “how an academic institution can implement an E-Learning program that will give it an edge over
the other institutions? What part of the curriculum that needs to be online? Are the culture, attitude, and the
teaching staff and students receptive and open to new way of teaching and learning? How the institution can
compete with all the offerings currently available in the education and training marketplace?
All these questions can be addressed by a sound E-Learning strategy that is in alignment with the overall strategy
of the institution. Such strategy should contain: a clear vision of the intended outcome; the current capacity and
attitude of the institution’s staff, and a coherent set of strategic objectives concomitant with their action plans to
make the vision a reality.
As a caveat, technology by itself is not always the answer, the pedagogic justification for adopting the E-Learning
always comes first, as the saying goes: “Pedagogy before Technology”. It’s also worth noting that just adopting
an E-Learning system or any other form of VLE (Virtual Learning Environment) won’t make an insitiuion different
and competitve. It’s how the institution utlizes technologly, differenctly and effienctly, to provide different,
unmatched learning experinces that will set it ahead of competition.
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The components of E-Learning System:
The following are the main components that comprise a
typical E-Learning system:


Actors (Learners, Instructors, Administrators,
Instructional Designers, Tech Support, etc.).



Instructional Material/Content.



Authoring Tools: software that helps in creating
and arranging the instructional material/content
into a standardized course structure.



Digital Content: that is produced by the authoring tool.
The output is a digital content in a form of a SCORM or Tin Can xAPI file that can
be uploaded to LMS.



Learning Management System (LMS): is the platform where the digital contents are published and
made available to the leaners



IT Infrastructure: Internet coverage, accessing devices, and networking

Learning Management System (LMS):
Learning Management System, can also be referred to as Learning Content Management Systems (LCMS), is a set
of interactive online services that provide learners with access to information, tools and resources to support
educational delivery and management. Although there is a plethora of systems to choose from, Blackboard
Learn and Moodle are the key players in the field. The typical functional features of most LMS systems are:


Learning Content Management: creation, storage, access to resources, and support for standards like
SCORM and Tin Can;



Curriculum Mapping and Planning: lesson planning, personalized learning paths, assessment;



Support for blended, synchronous, and asynchronous learning;



Learner Engagement and Management: learner information, progress tracking;



Tools and Services: forums, messaging system, blogs, group discussions;



Tracking and Reporting;



Mobile Learning: beyond responsive design to tailored learning segments; and



Testing and Assessment

LMSs were originally designed to be locally hosted on-premise, where the organization purchases a license
to a version of the software, and installs it on their own servers and network. Many LMSs are now offered
as SaaS (Software As A Service), with hosting provided by the vendors.
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SECTION TWO: CORONAVIRUS 2020: DIGITAL DISRUPTION TO
EDUCATION:
With the world being heavily impacted by Coronavirus
epidemic, the education and training have changed
forever. According to World Economic Forum Report,
issued on their website on April, 29th, 2020, over 1.2
billion children are forced to be out classrooms due to
the pandemic. The chart in Figure 2 below shows the
staggering impact of the pandemic on the learners across
the globe. To mitigate the impact, learners rushed to
online learning platforms to continue their education.
This will make E-Learning adoption by educational
institutions more important than ever before with a great possibility to remain and sustain post pandemic.
What is expected post pandemic is that students have to keep a reasonable social distancing as one of the
precaution measures to avoid being affected by the virus when they come back to school and office. E-Leaning
will lend its hand to bring not just a convenient way to learn but a healthy and a safe way as well.
Notwithstanding the adverse impact caused by coronavirus, the world, one day, will fully return to normal but
the learning place won’t be the same.
Consequently, it’s incumbent upon all
educational and training institutions to
take E-Learning seriously and explore and
utilize its monumental potential to be
prepared for their new normal postcoronavirus. Some might argue that the
sustainability of E-Learning is temporal and
students will eventually go back to
classrooms after the pandemic is over.
This’s a big fallacy. The early adopters of ELearning were doing much better long time
before the pandemic. The fact remains that
Technology and COVID-19 are disrupting
learning forever and institutions that still
play the waiting game will be left out
sooner or later.
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Figure 2: Impact of COVID-19 on Global Education

SECTION THREE: AT A GLANCE: THE CURRENT ADOPTION OF E-LEARNING
IN SUDAN’S ACADEMIC INSITUTIONS
INTRODUCTION
According to the website of the Ministry of Higher Education and
Scientific Research, there are 36 public universities, 19 private
universities, 52 private colleges, and 18 technical private colleges
distributed geographically across Sudan.

Most of those schools

offer bachelor, master, and PhD programs. This means the higher
education sector plays a pivotal role as an engine of progress in the
country’s knowledge-based portion of the economy.
Sudan, as most countries in the world, has been hit hard by
Coronavirus pandemic. The schools, colleges, and universities have been
closed since the appearance of the virus in the country when the first positive case was discovered
back on March, 2020. What makes matters even worse for the education sector was the political unrest that
resulted in regime change during which the universities and colleges were also closed. Due to all of that, Sudanese
students cannot afford to be out of school for any longer especially with their counterparts in other countries have
resumed and continued their education through E-Learning platforms. This is putting the Sudanese universities and
colleges under huge pressure to save the academic year and to make up for the time lost. Moving in-class courses
to online delivery is a no-brainer solution. But do the universities and schools have the necessary capabilities in
place to adopt E-Learning?

RESEARCH ON CURRENT SITUATION
To get a glimpse about the current adoption of the E-Learning at the Sudanese universities and colleges, we
conducted a quick secondary research using the website of the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research
(www.mohe.gov.sd), available academic institutions’ websites, and Google Search Engine as sources of data. In
this research, we focused on the public and private universities and private colleges. Technical colleges are not
included.
The objective of the research is to determine the web presence of the university or the college as well as its
adoption for e-leaning. By web presence we mean the university or college has an ACTIVE website that is accessible
and currently up and running. Social media presence is not considered. For a university or a college to be qualified
as an E-Learning adopter or utilizer, we relaxed the requirements to include any usage of E-Learning format: from
just posting lectures’ notes and slides in pdf format to utilizing full-fledged Learning Management System as
Moodle or Blackboard or any home-grown or customized system. The findings of the research are presented in
the following charts:
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Figure 3: Public Universities: Web Presence
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Figure 4: Private Universities: Web Presence
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Figure 5: Private Colleges: Web Presence
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Figure 6: Web Presence and E-Learning Adoption
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CONCLUSION AND INSIGHTS:
From the above charts, it’s quite evident that the adoption of E-Learning at the Sudanese universities and colleges
is still at its infancy stage. Notwithstanding the acceptable web presence, few universities and colleges have some
sort of E-Learning functionalities in place. The private universities are doing slightly better than their public
counterparts in utilizing E-Learning. That can be attributed to the availability of funding and the lean decisionmaking process. It’s also noted that most of the available E-Learning offerings are predominantly supplementary,
optional for students and do little to change the patterns of learning and teaching. Also, E-Learning seems to mean
different thing to different universities like considering a virtual library as E-Learning not a component of ELearning system. Some universities and colleges also confuse E-Learning with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
system that will provide student registration and schedule management beside other operational functionalities
like Accounting and HR. The following sub-sections give more elaboration on challenges and opportunities in
adopting E-Learning at the Sudanese academic institutions and the intended upcoming research.

Challenges:
The poor adoption of E-Learning at the Sudanese universities and colleges can be attributed to the following
factor:


Lack of proper Information and Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructure



Lack of well-trained instructors that can develop appealing digital instructional content



Lack of proper funding allocated to ICT infrastructure and training in education sector



The inconsistency in the electric power supply and the lack of standby generators at most of the universities
and colleges
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Resistance to change : culture and attitude towards embracing technology



The skepticism of some school staff, especially the instructors, about the effectiveness of E-Learning and
their unwillingness to convert their traditional instructional materials into digital content to be consumed
by online learners

Opportunities: Light at the End of the Tunnel:
Despite all those hurdles to adopt E-Learning, there are some success factors that can help in laying the foundation
for robust and prevalent E-Learning adoption:


The technical devices – Laptops, smartphone, tablets- with internet connection are ubiquitous in the
country.



Sudanese people, especially the youth, are extremely comfortable in using the technology and the
applications.



Mobility to and from schools is costly and time-consuming for both instructors and students which will
make them amenable to utilize E-Learning systems.



Most of students are familiar with Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) and their providers like
Coursera, EdX, and Udacity so the learning curve of using their schools’ E-Learning systems won’t be steep.



No huge investment is needed at the outset: Adoption of E-Learning can be gradual and incremental– from
simple lectures notes in pdf available online for download to a full-fledged LMS.

Upcoming Research:
We will conduct a research with broader objectives using primary data in coordination and collaboration with
the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research and other appropriate stakeholders from the education
sector to come up with more deep insights about the adoption of E-Learning and how the Sudanese Universities
and colleges can leverage its potential to be competitive and compete regionally and internationally.

NEXT ACTION STEPS:
Based on the findings, what should academic institutions be doing today to accelerate their E-Learning adoption
journey? Here are some important actions to take:


Establishing an E-Learning Unit: this is a unit that will spearhead the executions of all E-Learning initiatives
and will be tasked with putting together a roadmap for implementing E-Learning at the institution.



Cultivating the low hanging fruits: These are short-term measures to adopt E-Learning as quickly as possible
while building e-leaning platform. For example: Putting lectures’ notes and slides on the institution’s
website or sending them via email is something that can be done without costing an arm and a leg.
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Promote a culture that will embrace technology, innovation, and change.



Assess and upgrade IT Infrastructure according to an established roadmap.



Partner with a consulting firm to bring industry insights and abridge any gap in knowledge.

SECTION FOUR: WHY PARTNERING WITH PROTOFOLIO CONSULTANCY?
We Bring Domain Knowledge & Insights: Protofolio Consultancy’s
founder, Khalid Mudawe Nurain, had participated in establishing SchoolCenter,
a web-based application that provided K-12 educational institutions in United
States of America with the necessary web tools to effectively help administrators,
students, and teachers with their daily duties at schools.
The SchoolCenter has later been acquired by TH(i)NQ Ed, which was a leading
strategic online solutions company in the education market, providing schools
and districts with a proven approach to developing and implementing best-inclass online environments that build stronger communities, create a positive
image and enhance collaboration.
TH(i)NQ Ed itself has later been acquired by Edline, a leading provider of
website and communications solutions specifically designed for K-12 education.
As an industry leader for over a decade, Edline helps thousands of schools and
millions of families succeed through the use of innovative technologies that
support

learning

and

enable

meaningful

online

communication

and

collaboration between teachers, students and families throughout the learning
community.
On Oct. 5, 2011, Edline and Blackboard, the largest education technology and
services company in the world, serving nearly 100 million users in countries in
every region around the globe, have joined forces to better serve learners and
teachers.
Protofolio Consultancy, will leverage that accumulative skills, rich domain
knowledge, and experiences to improve, enhance, and even transform the
teaching and learning experience for your academic institution.
Disclaimer: The logs of SchoolCenter, TH(i)NQ Ed, Edline, and Blackboard, are owned by their respective
companies and Protofolio Consultancy doesn’t have any affiliation with anyone of them nor acting as their
agent or representative.

We Deliver Tangible Value: We will make the value and outcome from
E-Learning programs as tangible as the technology that delivers them.

We Enforce Security:

Security is a crucial aspect of any IT System. ELearning system is not an exception. We take system security seriously to assure
learners and instructors that their online experiences are well-protected against
hacking and all forms of malicious attacks.
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We Consider Scalability:

Academic institutions will keep growing and

their enrollment and course offerings will increase as well. We always put
scalability in front of our eyes when we provide consulting and solutions services
to our clients.

We Consider Adaptability: Technology is evolving at a rapid speed; we
keep that in mind when we propose tools and learning management systems to
our clients to avoid them the risk of losing their initial investment due to
technological obsolescence.

We Consider Suitability and Usability:

Each academic institution is

different with different requirements for their E-Learning system. We choose the
most suitable E-Learning delivery mode and its most effective enabling
technological tools to deliver results quickly and cost effectively. User Experience
(UI/UX) is predominantly incorporated to assure the usability of the system.

We Adopt Agile Delivery:

Academic institutions cannot have a fullfledged E-Learning system up and running in a couple of months and they cannot
afford to wait for long to exploit its potential. Therefore, we adopt an agile
design and delivery approach that will allow for few courses to be piloted
followed by a rollout of all courses. Agility can be applied at the course content
design level and at the system delivery level allowing for quick feedback and
instant business value realization.

We Embed Change Management: Implementing an E-Learning program

is a monumental task that will change or transform how learning is delivered at
academic institutions. Since instructors, learners, and administrators are
accustomed to traditional pedagogical approaches, it’s natural that they will
resist the switch. We adopt sound change management to persuade the
stakeholders that E-Learning is here for their own good. Training and
communication are at the heart of all successful change efforts.

We Follow Standards:

We conform to E-Learning standards for content,
authoring tools and learning management system such as ADL, AICC, IMS,
SCORM and XML to ensure that content can be reused, shared, and easily
imported-exported between systems.

We Believe In Partnership: E-Learning endeavors and initiates in Sudanese

Universities and Colleges will be best developed with a full collaboration among
the stakeholders: academic institutions and their staff, Ministry of Higher
Education and Scientific Research, National Information Center (NIC), National
Training Center (NTC), National Research Center, the Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) and our technological partners locally and internationally.
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SECTION FIVE: READY TO START YOUR E-LEARNING JOURNEY?
Protofolio Consultancy can help your academic institution design, develop, and implement customized, optimal,
and innovative E-Learning system that is scalable, flexible, secure, and will exceed the specific requirements of your
institution. Our E-Learning Portfolio includes the following services:

1. Assessing the Viability and Readiness of starting an E-Learning Program
-

-

This will address the question if E-Learning is a convenient option for the academic
institution, and if it can ensure the same or better effectiveness as traditional face-to-face
learning. Utilizing blending (hybrid) learning will also be assessed.
Once found viable, the institution readiness for implementing E-Learning program will
be assessed.

2. Advice on How to Start an E-Learning Program
-

-

Choosing the E-Learning approach, whether self-paced or facilitated/instructor-led
approach, synchronous or asynchronous.
Comparison and recommendations on different styles of E-Learning.
Methods of calculating the potential value of E-Learning and process to follow and the
resources required to develop E-Learning content and deliver the courses through the ELearning platform.
Determining the courses that are most appropriate for online delivery.

3. Development of a Sound E-Learning Strategy
E-Learning programs aren’t developed haphazardly or just developed to follow the fad
or “my institution too” syndrome. There should be compelling reasons to go that route.
Expanding the use of E-Learning in an institution requires a clear and honest analysis of
the institution in terms of strengths and weaknesses viewed against its strategic goals and
the opportunities and threads the E-Learning might bring.
We will help your institution craft a sound strategy that will outline the reasons and
business case for starting an E-Learning program and the action plan that will make it
happen.

4. Content Development
Our instructional designers will help you develop outstanding online contents that are
engaging and appealing to learners. Those contents will be both SCORM* (v1.2 or 2004)
and Thin Tan (xAPI) compliant.
SCORM: Sharable Content Object Reference Model

5. Choosing Tools and Technology
-
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Providing guidance on choosing suitable authoring and publishing tools as well as
Learning Management Systems (LMS) platforms.
Developing your Learning Management System (LMS): If the institution opts for
developing its own Learning Management System (LMS), we will provide the necessary
talent and resources to make that happen.

f

-

-

Providing guidance on choosing the appropriate hosting for the chosen LMS (On-premise
vs cloud-based), or choosing the appropriate MOOC provider.
Integrating and configuring LMS and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP).
Advising on Internet Coverage.
Providing Networking Services and Technical Support.
Assessing the enabling technology and emerging tools.

6. Project Management
-

-

Managing your E-Learning Projects utilizing both internal and external resources and
applying sound project management practices.
Choosing the appropriate model for Instruction System Design (ISD): ADDIE (Analysis,
Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation), Dick & Carey Systems Approach
Model, or Rapid Prototyping depending on the needs and the circumstances of the
institution.
Choosing the appropriate method of delivery-waterfall, agile, or hybrid-depending on
the needs and circumstances of the institution.

7. Measuring the Impact of Online Training
-

-
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Determining the appropriate metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) to measure
the performance of the E-Learning System.
Measuring the learners’ performance after utilizing the E-Learning system using the
identified KPIs.
Determining the value of the E-Learning adoption to the institution.
Recommending on improvements.

SECTION SIX: OUR APPROACH TO E-LEARNING PROGRAM
DELIVERY:
Implementing an E-Learning program is a massive endeavor that might be daunting and formidable
to many academic institutions. We will leverage our skills and knowledge to make this endeavor a
breeze.
In designing and developing successful educational and training programs, we adopt a proprietary
framework which is based on ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation)
– an Instruction System Design (ISD) model so familiar to educators and instructional designers with slight modifications. The framework is lean and flexible enough to cater for models other than
ADDIE.
Indubitably, E-Learning projects vary considerably in size and complexity. Accordingly, we make
this framework comprehensive – it covers all the activities that can be included in a complex ELearning project. However, for smaller projects, some of the activities can be simplified or omitted
according to project’s objectives and requirements. The framework is also technology-neutral.
An academic institution might need to launch many initiatives to achieve the strategic objectives
sought by adopting E-Learning. This when the portfolio and program management comes into
action. It prioritizes the projects that need to be implemented and outlines the dependencies
between them. It also sets strategies for resource sharing among those projects. Project
Management is at the core of this framework; poor project management was considered one of
the top five reasons for E-Learning project failures
The portfolio, program, and project management activities of the framework are compliant with
the standards of Project Management Institute (PMI).
This framework allows for both Waterfall and Agile project delivery or a combination of the two
(Hybrid) depending on the requirements and the circumstances of the institution.
Details of the Framework:
The framework has five phases: Analysis, Content Design, Content Development, Content
Publishing, and Evaluation. Those phases are wrapped within the Project Management Life Cycle
of Initiating, Planning, Executing, Monitoring and Controlling, and Closing. At the outset, Business
Case Development (BCD) phase is conducted to assess the viability and feasibility of the endeavor
before committing any resources to implement it.
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The Evaluation Phase is where the continuous improvement takes place. Feedback and insights are
collected from all the stakeholders who are interacting with the system. This is an on-going process,
so we consider it to overlap both the project- Closing Phase- and the operational work.
The activities performed under each phase are as follows:


Business Case Development
o

Assessment for viability, feasibility, and readiness

o

Making sure the E-Learning Strategic objectives are in alignment with the
institution’s overall strategy

o








Communicate the E-Learning strategy to all stakeholders

Portfolio and Program Management:
o

Determine and prioritize E-Learning initiatives

o

Determine the dependencies

o

Develop strategies for resource sharing

Project Initiating
o

Conduct Stakeholder Analysis

o

Charter the project

Project Planning
o

Kickoff the project

o

Conduct Planning Sessions – Roadmap for implementation

Project Executing
o

Analysis


Revise the learners’ needs.



Assess the relevance and modernity of the education and training
curriculums.


o

Revive and rejuvenate existing courses.

Content Design


Choose the appropriate E-Learning delivery mode.



Choose the appropriate mix of media elements: text, graphics, animations,
audio, video, etc.



Consult with regulatory bodies of education and training for any
constraints or compliance requirements.
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Outcome: A blueprint of how to develop an E-Learning Content

o

o

Content Development


Determine the courses for pilot and roll-out implementations.



Choose the appropriate authoring tools.



Develop the learning content using the blueprint.



Develop support and facilitation structure.



Outcome: A Courseware – SCROM-Compliant electronic file

Content Publishing:


Choose the appropriate deployment model.



Develop plans for pilot and roll-out implementations.



Execute the pilot.



Update the business case assumptions and roll-out implementation plan
with lessons learned from the pilot execution.


o



Roll-out the full-scale Program.

Evaluation:


Gather feedback and insights.



Incorporate feedback and insights into the program.



Do continuous improvement.

Project Closing

For a better visual understanding of the framework, the phases and their respective activities are
depicted in the chart of Figure 7 below.
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Business Case
Development
(BCD)




Assessment for viability, feasibility, and readiness
Making sure the E-Learning Strategic objectives are in alignment with the institution’s overall
strategy
Communicate the E-Learning strategy to all stakeholders




Project Initiating




Conduct Stakeholder Analysis
Charter the project

Project Planning




Kickoff the project
Conduct planning sessions – Roadmap for implementation
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Analysis
Content
Design
Content
Development
Evaluation

Closing &
Operation

Content
Publishing

Project Execution, Monitoring and Controlling

Portfolio, Program, and Project Management









Revise the learners’ needs
Assess the relevance and modernity of the education and training
curriculums
Revive and rejuvenate existing courses



Choose the appropriate E-Learning delivery mode
Choose the appropriate mix of media elements: text, graphics,
animations, audio, video, etc.
Consult with regulatory bodies of education and training for any
constraints or compliance requirements.
Outcome: A blueprint of how to develop an E-Learning Content







Determine the courses for pilot and roll-out implementations
Choose the appropriate authoring tools
Develop the learning content using the blueprint
Develop support structure
Outcome: A Courseware – SCROM-Compliant electronic file







Choose the appropriate deployment model
Develop plans for pilot and roll-out implementations
Execute the Pilot
Update the business case assumptions and roll-out implementation plan
with lessons learned from the pilot execution
Roll Out the Full-scale Program





Gather feedback and insights
Incorporate feedback and insights into the program
Continuous Improvement



Figure 7: E-Learning Program Delivery Framework
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